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“Help-Portrait”
Capturing beautiful moments for the disadvantaged
Reported by Deng Hua Gui
Taking photographs is a most simple act to many from the young generation holding a smart phone. However, to the socially disadvantaged, it may not be something that they can readily enjoy.
Local young amateur photographer Tan Guan Chong (27) started the “Help-Portrait” movement here four years ago, forming a group of photography enthusiasts to spread care and warmth by capturing precious moments
for the disadvantaged.
Tan Guan Chong said that the “Help-Portrait” is a movement initiated five years ago in the United States by photographer Jeremy Cowart. With their expertise, photographers capture precious moments in life for those in
need and deliver the printed photographs free-of-charge as a way of giving back to the society.
The seemingly simple act of taking photos for others is filled with kind thoughts and the movement has become a trend in many countries. At the moment, “Help-Portrait” has set foot in 67 countries. Every December, the
photographers, videographers, hair stylists and make-up artists all over the world will also jointly organised a global event where more than 280,000 photos were taken and given out to the local people in need.
Tan Guan Chong, an executive in the procurement department of Resort World Sentosa, came to know about the activities of “Help-Portrait” a few years ago and eventually started the movement here in 2009. In the first
year, he organised a group of photography enthusiasts and volunteers to take photos for victims of family violence from the “Star Shelter” under the wings of Singapore Council of Women's Organisations (SCWO). The following
year, they extended their help to the elderlies in a home for the aged. In 2011, they worked with “Star Shelter” again for the photo-shooting event. Last year, the team joined hands with “Yellow Ribbon Project” and took passport
photos for more than 100 ex-convicts so that they can use them for job applications.
This year, with the support of HCA Hospice Care Star PALS, “Help-Portrait” took family portraits for twenty families with young patients under palliative care at the Jurong Bird Park last Saturday (7th Dec), helping them
capture precious and touching moments in their lives.
Tan Guan Chong said, “A simple family portrait will bring on smiles to the young patients and their family members. This is the most meaningful part of the activity. To these young patients, every minute spent with their
family counts, so we hope to help them leave a lasting image of their precious moments together.”
There are usually 5 to 6 photographers and over 20 volunteers taking part in the activities of “Help-Portrait”. With assistance from HCA Hospice Care, more than 200 volunteers took part in this year’s event.
So what motivates Tan Guan Chong and his team to continue with the yearly event? He said, “These days, young people are armed with a handphone each and taking photos are just a touch away. However, for some
people in the society, to be able to spend time with their family members and take a family portrait is something they cherished and feel grateful about.”
“As amateur photographers, we should do our best to spread love and warmth to help the disadvantaged in the society with our skills and expertise.”
“However, for some people in the society, to be able to spend time with their family members and take a family portrait is something they cherished and feel grateful about…. a simple family portrait will bring on smiles to the young
patients and their family members. This is the most meaningful part of the activity. ”
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“Help-Portrait” in Singapore four years ago.

